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ABSTRACT

Energy storage provides an effective way of shifting temporal en-

ergy demands and supplies, enabling significant cost reduction

under dynamic energy pricing. Despite its promising benefits, the

cost of present energy storage remains expensive, presenting a

major obstacle to practical deployment. A more viable solution to

improve cost-effectiveness is by sharing energy storage, such as

community sharing, cloud energy storage and peer-to-peer sharing.

However, revealing private energy demand data in energy storage

sharing may compromise user privacy, susceptible to data misuses

and breaches. In this paper, we explore a novel approach to support

energy storage sharing with privacy protection, based on privacy-

preserving blockchain and secure multi-party computation. We

present an integrated solution to enable privacy-preserving energy

storage sharing, such that energy storage service scheduling and

cost-sharing can be attained without the knowledge of individual

users’ demands. It also supports auditing and verification by the

grid operator via blockchain. Furthermore, our privacy-preserving

solution can safeguard against a dishonest majority of users, who

may collude in cheating, without requiring trusted third-parties.

We implemented our solution as a smart contract on real-world

Ethereum blockchain platform, with empirical evaluation.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Security andprivacy→Privacy-preserving protocols; •Hard-

ware→ Reusable energy storage;
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1 INTRODUCTION

Energy storage can buffer energy in a medium, which is useful

for temporal shifting of energy demands and supplies. In addition

to absorbing excessive renewable energy, energy storage can ef-

fectively reduce the consumption cost under dynamic time-of-use

(ToU) energy pricing by storing energy during off-peak periods.

However, the cost of present energy storage remains expensive.

Energy storage also incurs considerable maintenance cost over

time, with only limited life cycles. Hence, despite its benefits, cur-

rent users are reluctant to adopt energy storage in a wide scale.
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Rather than postponing the use of energy storage, a more viable

solution to improve cost-effectiveness of present energy storage is

by sharing energy storage among multiple users or out-sourcing to a

third-party energy storage service. Time-sharing and out-sourcing

have been popular concepts in cloud computing. Energy storage

may also become an out-sourcible resource in a similar fashion.

Currently, there are multiple possible paradigms of energy stor-

age sharing. First, in community sharing, [25] a group of local users,
who do not own individual energy storage, can connect to a shared

energy storage facility. The shared energy storage will be utilized by

the users based on a coordination mechanism. The associated cost

will be split among the users in a fair manner. Second, a non-local

third-party energy storage operator can provide an outsourcing

service as cloud energy storage [27]. The energy storage operator

can offset the energy consumption of remote users by exporting

energy from its energy storage facility. Third, the users, who have

their own energy storage, can pool their energy storage resources

together to support each other in peer-to-peer sharing [7].
All of these energy storage sharing paradigms can be effectively

supported by virtual net metering (VNM) [15, 34], which is a flexible

bill crediting system for transferring the credits or debits of a user’s

energy account to another, even they do not share the same physical

metering infrastructure. By virtual net metering, energy storage

operators can transfer the credits of their energy export to offset

the debits of energy import of other users. Virtual net metering has

been used to enable community solar energy sharing in practice

[16]. It also enables energy storage sharing among geographically

distributed users and energy storage operators.

Although sharing can improve cost-effectiveness, there is also

a heightened concern of user privacy nowadays. Users may need

to disclose private energy demand data to a third-party in order to

schedule the use of shared energy storage. This may reveal sensitive

personal data (e.g., working patterns, number of occupants, and

vacation periods). Potential misuses and breaches of personal data

may lead to serious criminal consequences. Stricter privacy legisla-

tions are being introduced in some countries to restrict personal

information revelations (e.g., GDPR in Europe), which will have an

impact to third-party services like energy storage sharing.

In this paper, we propose the concept of “privacy-preserving
energy storage sharing”, by which a third-party energy storage op-

erator should be given only minimal information for its energy

storage service without compromising personal data for other pur-

poses. The key question is how to design an effective mechanism to

properly enable energy storage service scheduling and cost-sharing

among users, without knowing individual users’ demands.

To support privacy-preserving energy storage sharing, we draw

on several technologies. First, there is a disruptive paradigm of

blockchain (e.g., Bitcoin, Ethereum), which enables decentralized

https://doi.org/10.1145/3307772.3328312
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Figure 1: An illustration of the stages of our solution for privacy-preserving energy storage sharing.

verifiable applications without trusted intermediaries by integrat-

ing a tampering-resistant ledger with a distributed consensus pro-

tocol. Blockchain is an effective platform to support transparent

energy storage sharing and auditable virtual net metering with grid

operators. But blockchain by default does not ensure privacy, and

transaction data is entirely disclosed on the ledger. Recently, there is

a trend of supporting privacy on blockchain (e.g., privacy-oriented

cryptocurrencies like ZCash, Monero [4, 31]). These blockchain

platforms utilize zero-knowledge proofs for privacy-preserving dig-

ital asset management, without revealing them. In this paper, we

utilize privacy-preserving blockchain to support cost-sharing and

virtual net metering for privacy-preserving energy storage sharing.

Second, secure multiple-party computation has been a subject

of extensive research [10], which provides a general framework to

allow multiple parties to jointly compute a certain function while

concealing the private inputs. Recently, efficient multi-party com-

putation protocols based on secret-sharing (e.g., SPDZ) have been

applied to many practical applications like privacy-preserving ma-

chine learning [8]. In this paper, we apply multiple-party computa-

tion to energy storage service scheduling with concealed individual

users’ demands. Moreover, we integrate multiple-party computa-

tion with privacy-preserving blockchain to support confidential

cost-sharing and verifiable virtual net metering settlement.

In summary, this paper presents an integrated solution to en-

able privacy-preserving energy storage sharing in all the stages, as

outlined in the following (and also illustrated in Figure 1):

(a),(b) Multi-partyComputation for Scheduling: First, the users

can compute their aggregate day-ahead demands by secure

multi-party computation, without revealing individual de-

mands. Then, they can derive the optimal energy storage ser-

vice schedule subject to energy storage service constraints.

(c) Privacy-preserving Cost-sharing Payment: The users

can split the cost of energy storage service based on a fair

cost-sharing scheme in a privacy-preserving manner. The

users can make energy storage service payments via privacy-

preserving blockchain, without disclosing individual trans-

actions. After receiving the payments, the energy storage

operator will issue verifiable receipts on blockchain ledger.

(d),(e) Operation&VirtualNetMetering Settlement: The users

and energy storage operator will follow the energy storage

service schedule. They do not need to exchange energy di-

rectly, and the energy flows through the grid. They will

settle their energy accounts via virtual net metering. With

verifiable receipts on blockchain ledger, the users can offset

their energy consumption by the energy export from energy

storage, which will be audited by the grid operator.

We ensure that privacy is protected throughout the integrated

process of scheduling, cost-sharing, payment and auditing, with-

out requiring a trusted third-party. However, privacy also poses a

significant challenge to the correctness and integrity of operations.

Particularly, because of concealing their demands, dishonest users

may attempt to cheat by paying less to energy storage service or

claim more in virtual net metering than what they ought to. These

dishonest users may collude to coordinate their actions. Hence, it

is critical to safeguard against dishonest users. Remarkably, our

privacy-preserving solution can safeguard against a dishonest ma-
jority of users (namely, more than 50% of users may be dishonest).

This paper is organized as follows. We first review the related

work in Section 2. We formulate the problem and models in Sec-

tion 3, and present the basics of cryptographic components and

multi-party computation in Sections 4-C.4. The privacy-preserving

solution is presented in Section 6. We provide an evaluation of our

implementation on Ethereum blockchain platform in Section 7.

2 RELATEDWORK

Optimizing energy storage under dynamic pricing is a popular

research topic [14, 19, 30]. Recent studies proposed energy storage

sharing among multiple users, for instance, cloud energy storage

[27], virtual community sharing [25] and peer-to-peer sharing [7].

Noteworthily, there are many studies about privacy in smart grid

in other aspects. For example, [21, 23] employed energy storage

to hide private consumption behavior by mixing random energy

storage charging and discharging tomask the consumption patterns.

[35] presents privacy-preserving data aggregation for smart meters

that aggregates users demands. None of these studies addressed the

privacy aspect in energy storage sharing. This is the first paper to

address the problem of privacy-preserving energy storage sharing.

The applications of blockchain to energy systems have received

increasing attention. For example, the study [18] applied blockchain

tomitigate trust in peer-to-peer electric vehicle charging. Blockchain

has been applied to microgrid energy exchange and wholesale mar-

kets by prosumers [29]. Renewable energy credits and emissions

trading are also applications of blockchain [22]. In these applica-

tions, the goal of blockchain is to improve transparency and reduce

settlement times, since blockchain can ensure integrity and consis-

tency of transactions and settlement on an open ledger. See a recent

survey about blockchain applications to energy systems [1]. How-

ever, none of these studies considered the privacy of blockchain,

even transaction data on the ledger is entirely disclosed to the public.
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Our work is one of the first studies to explicitly address privacy in

blockchain applications of energy systems. Supporting privacy on

blockchain is a crucial research topic in cryptography and security.

There are several privacy-preserving blockchain platforms with

support of privacy (e.g., ZCash, Monero, Zether [4, 6, 31]). This work

draws on similar concepts from privacy-preserving blockchain, but

also integrates with the application of energy storage sharing.

We also survey various approaches of privacy-preserving tech-

niques in the literature. There are two major approaches: (1) data

obfuscation that masks private data with random noise, (2) secure

multi-party computation that hides private data while allowing the

data to be computed confidentially. Differential privacy [13], a main

example of data obfuscation, is often used in privacy-preserving

data mining to extract certain data properties in a relatively large

dataset. There is an intrinsic trade-off between accuracy and pri-

vacy in differential privacy. On the other hand, secure multi-party

computation [12, 17] traditionally employed garbled circuits [20],

which have a high computational complexity, and homomorphic

cryptosystems [9, 28], which need a trusted setup for key genera-

tion. Recently, information-theoretical secret-sharing [10, 11] has

been utilized for secure multi-party computation, which provides

high efficiency and requires no trusted third-party setup.

3 MODELS AND FORMULATION

In the following, we first formulate the energy storage sharing

model without considering privacy. In the subsequent sections, we

will incorporate privacy protection in the model.

3.1 Problem Setup

First, we describe several key components in the model (and list

some key notations in Table 1):

(1) Time-Varying Energy Pricing Plan:We consider discrete

timeslots, indexed by t ∈ {1, ...,T }, where T is the number

of timeslots in a day. The energy prices of a time-varying

time-of-use (ToU) pricing plan at timeslot t is denoted by

p (t ). We suppose that the next-day ToU prices (p (t ))Tt=1 are
announced before the end of today to all users and energy

storage operator, such that they can plan their consumption

in a day-ahead manner.

(2) Energy Users: There are a group of N (≥ 3) users, indexed

by i ∈ {1, ...,N }. Each user i has certain energy demand over

time, represented by a non-negative demand function ai (t ).
We assume that each user i has non-zero demand, such that

ai (t ) > 0 for some t . The users aim to reduce their energy

costs by utilizing a third-party energy storage service that

stores energy at lower energy prices beforehand.We consider

day-ahead energy storage scheduling, whereby each user i
forecasts his planned energy demand ai (t ) in advance, and

requests energy storage service in a day-ahead manner. If

the energy from energy storage service is insufficient, then

user i will need to acquire additional energy from the grid

for the residual consumption rate denoted by yi (t ) at the
respective price p (t ).

(3) Energy Storage Service: The energy storage service is pro-

vided by an energy storage operator, who has energy stor-

age characterized by capacity B(t ), which is time-varying

for modeling dynamic energy storage capacity. The energy

storage is constrained by charging efficiency ratio ec ≤ 1

and discharging efficiency ratio ed ≥ 1, charge rate (i.e.,

ramp-up) constraint rc and discharge rate (i.e., ramp-down)

constraint rd. Let b (t ) be the current state-of-charge in the

energy storage at time t , and x+ (t ) be the charging rate

from the grid to the energy storage, whereas x−i (t ) be the
discharging rate from the energy storage to user i . When the

energy storage is utilized, there is a per-unit service fee at

each timeslot, ps, which allows the energy operator to cover

the wear-and-tear and maintenance cost.

Next, we will describe energy storage service scheduling in Sec-

tion 3.2 and fair energy storage service cost-sharing in Section 3.3.

Wewill present the blockchainmodel in Section 3.4, and incorporate

privacy protection in the security and threat models in Section 3.5.

3.2 Energy Storage Service Scheduling

N Total number of users

i The i-th user

p (t ) Energy price of time-varying pricing scheme at timeslot t
B(t ) Capacity of energy storage at timeslot t
ps Per-unit service fee of energy storage at each timeslot

b (t ) State-of-charge of energy storage at timeslot t
ec, ed Charging and discharging efficiency ratios

rc, rd Charging and discharging rate constraints

x+ (t ) Charging rate from the grid to the energy storage

x−i (t ) Discharging rate from the energy storage to user i
yi (t ) User i’s residual consumption rate from the grid at t
y (t ) Total residual consumption rate of all users at timeslot t

Costess Total cost of energy storage service

Costi User i’s partial original cost without energy storage service
Pppi User i’s payment under proportional cost-sharing scheme

Pegai User i’s payment under egalitarian cost-sharing scheme

∆i (= Costi −Pi ) User i’s saving from energy storage service

Table 1: Table of key symbols and notations.

First, we formulate the optimization problem of energy storage

service scheduling in (P1).

(P1) min

T∑
t=1

(
p (t ) ·

(
x+ (t ) +

N∑
i=1

yi (t )
)
+ ps · x

+ (t )
)

(1)

s.t. b (t + 1) − b (t ) = ecx
+ (t ) − ed

( N∑
i=1

x−i (t )
)
, (2)

0 ≤ b (t ) ≤ B(t ),b (0) = 0,b (T + 1) = 0, (3)

x+ (t ) ≤ rc, (4)

N∑
i=1

x−i (t ) ≤ rd, (5)

x−i (t ) + yi (t ) = ai (t ), (6)

var. b (t ) ≥ 0,x−i (t ) ≥ 0,yi (t ) ≥ 0,x+ (t ) ≥ 0 (7)

∀t ∈ {1, ...,T },∀i ∈ {1, ...,N }
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The objective of (P1) is the total cost, including energy storage

charging x+ (t ) and residual consumption yi (t ) at the respective
energy price p (t ) of timeslot t , as well as the energy storage service
fee ps · x

+ (t ). Cons. (2) updates the state-of-charge considering

charging and discharging efficiency ratios. Cons. (3) ensures feasible

state-of-charge. Assume the initial and final state-of-charge are

0. Cons. (4)-(5) ensure the charging and discharging rates within

the respective rate constraints. Cons. (6) ensures the balance of

demands, such that each user’s demands are satisfied completely.

We note that (P1) however relies on the knowledge of individual

user’s demand ai (t ). Hence, we present an alternate problem (P2).

(P2) min

T∑
t=1

(
p (t ) ·

(
x+ (t ) + y (t )

)
+ ps · x

+ (t )
)

(8)

s.t. b (t + 1) − b (t ) = ecx
+ (t ) − edx

− (t ), (9)

0 ≤ b (t ) ≤ B(t ),b (0) = 0,b (T + 1) = 0, (10)

x+ (t ) ≤ rc, (11)

x− (t ) ≤ rd, (12)

x− (t ) + y (t ) = a(t ), (13)

var. b (t ) ≥ 0,x− (t ) ≥ 0,y (t ) ≥ 0,x+ (t ) ≥ 0 ∀t ∈ {1, ...,T }

(P2) considers the total demand a(t ) =
∑N
i=1 ai (t ), total discharg-

ing rate x− (t ) ≜
∑N
i=1 x

−
i (t ) and total consumption rate y (t ) =∑N

i=1 yi (t ), as well as the balance of the total demand in Cons. (13).

By Theorem 1, energy storage service scheduling can be solved by

(P2), instead of (P1), involving no individual demand ai (t ).

Theorem 1. If
(
x− (t ),y (t )

)T
t=1

is an optimal solution of (P2),

then
(
(x−i (t ),yi (t ))

N
i=1

)T
t=1

, where x−i (t ) =
ai (t )
a (t ) · x

− (t ) and yi (t ) =
ai (t )
a (t ) · y (t ), is an optimal solution of (P1).

See Appendix. A for the proof.

Remarks: Note that when the energy storage discharges at rate

x− (t ), it can simultaneously compensate the users’ consumption

at the same rate. This can be attained via virtual net metering. We

assume that the energy storage operator announces the parameters

ps, ec, ed, rc, rd, (p (t ), B(t ))
T
t=1 in advance. Everyone can compute

the solution to (P2) with the knowledge of (a(t ))Tt=1.

3.3 Fair Cost-sharing of Energy Storage Service

Next, we formulate how the cost of energy storage service should be

shared among users in a fair manner. In (P2), in addition to the cost

that is paid directly by the users to the grid (i.e.,

∑T
t=1 p (t ) · y (t )),

there is a cost incurred by the energy storage service as follows:

Costess ≜
T∑
t=1

(
p (t ) + ps

)
· x+ (t ) (14)

Costess should be split fairly among the users. There are several

possible ways of dividing the energy storage service cost Costess.
Particularly, we are interested in the fair ways that take into con-

sideration of the individual rationality of each user.

We note that without energy storage service, each user should

originally pay the following cost:

T∑
t=1

p (t ) · ai (t ) =
T∑
t=1

p (t ) ·
(
x−i (t ) + yi (t )

)
(15)

Let Costi ≜
∑T
t=1 p (t ) ·x

−
i (t ) be the partial original cost of user i

in Eqn. (15) that would have been covered by energy storage service,

which provides a basis on how to split Costess. Note that the other
part in Eqn. (15) (i.e.,

∑T
t=1 p (t ) · yi (t )) will be paid regardless of

energy storage service. Noteworthily, if a user does not get any

benefit from energy storage service (i.e., ai (t ) > 0 only when p (t )
is the lowest), then we have x−i (t ) = 0 in (P1) and Costi = 0.

Suppose that each user i contributes payment Pi to cover the en-
ergy storage service cost Costess. A cost-sharing scheme denoted

by (Pi )
N
i=1 is called budget-balanced, if

∑N
i=1 Pi = Costess, whereas

it is called weakly budget-balanced, if
∑N
i=1 Pi ≥ Costess. A cost-

sharing scheme (Pi )
N
i=1 is called individually rational, if Costi ≥ Pi

for all i ∈ {1, ...,N }. Evidently, each user would prefer an individ-

ually rational cost-sharing scheme. Otherwise, some users would

rather not to utilize energy storage service, as it will cost more.

We next define two fair cost-sharing schemes (based on the ideas

in [7]), and show them to be individually rational by Theorem 2.

3.3.1 Proportional Cost-sharing Scheme.
One simple fair way is that each user i should pay proportionally

to Costi . Namely,

Pppi ≜ Costess·
Costi∑N
i=1 Costi

=

T∑
t=1

(
p (t )+ps

)
·x+ (t )·

∑T
t=1 x

−
i (t ) · p (t )∑T

t=1 x
− (t ) · p (t )

Thus, each user has the same ratio of payment over individual cost

(i.e.,

P pp
i

Costi
=

Costess∑N
i=1 Costi

). It is easy to check that proportional cost-

sharing is budget-balanced (i.e.,

∑N
i=1 P

pp
i = Costess). Note that

the payments are always non-negative (i.e., Pppi ≥ 0).

3.3.2 Egalitarian Cost-sharing Scheme.
Given a payment to energy storage service Pi , define the user’s

saving of utilizing energy storage service by ∆i ≜ Costi − Pi . An-
other fair cost-sharing scheme is that each user should split Costess
in a way that attains the same saving for every user. Namely,

Pegai ≜ Costi −

∑N
i=1 Costi − Costess

N
(16)

=

T∑
t=1

x−i (t ) · p (t ) −

∑T
t=1 x

− (t ) · p (t ) −
∑T
t=1

(
p (t ) + ps

)
· x+ (t )

N

Thus, each user i attains the same saving as:∆ega
i ≜

∑N
i=1 Costi−Costess

N .

It is easy to check that egalitarian cost-sharing is also budget-

balanced (i.e.,

∑N
i=1 P

ega
i = Costess).

As a comparison, proportional cost-sharing guarantees the same

percentage of savings (i.e.,
∆i

Costi
) among users, whereas egalitarian

cost-sharing guarantees the same savings (i.e., ∆i ) among users.

Theorem 2. If
(
x+ (t ),x− (t )

)T
t=1

is an optimal solution of (P2)

and let x−i (t ) =
ai (t )
a (t ) ·x

− (t ) andyi (t ) =
ai (t )
a (t ) ·y (t ), then proportional

and egalitarian cost-sharing schemes are individually rational.
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Let p̂(t ) ≜ x− (t ) ·p (t )
a (t ) and Costorg ≜

∑T
t=1 x

− (t ) · p (t ). The pro-
portional and egalitarian cost-sharing payments are given as follows:




Pppi =
Costess
Costorg

·
∑T
t=1 ai (t ) · p̂(t ),

Pegai =
∑T
t=1 ai (t ) · p̂(t ) −

Costorg−Costess
N

(17)

See Appendix. A for the proof.

Remarks: Egalitarian cost-sharing may have negative payments

(i.e., Pegai < 0), when Costi < ∆ega
i . Namely, a user may be paid

by other users who have larger original costs, in order to main-

tain equal savings among all users. In this case, such a user is not

benefited sufficiently from energy storage service because of the

presence of other users and capacity constraint, and hence, will be

compensated by other users in egalitarian cost-sharing.

One may argue whether proportional cost-sharing is better than

egalitarian cost-sharing, because it rules out negative payments.

Here, we provide a solution to support both cost-sharing schemes.

We will leave the decision of adopting which scheme to the users.

3.4 Blockchain Model

We consider an account-based blockchain model like Ethereum

(which is a general-purpose blockchain platform [32]), whereas

Bitcoin operates with a different transaction-output-based model

for cryptocurrency transactions only. Smart contracts are program-

ming code on a blockchain that can provide customized computa-

tion tasks to each transaction (e.g., verification, data processing).

Our payment system can be implemented as a smart contract.

The payment and auditing of energy storage service are carried

out on a blockchain. Each user has an account on the blockchain.

Users can top-up their accounts in advance. For cost-sharing, the

users can initiate a joint payment transaction to the energy storage

operator. The transaction records on the blockchain will also be

used to verify VNM settlement by the grid operator.

Our blockchain model is based on a common model in the cryp-

tography literature (e.g., Zether [6] that was built on Ethereum),

which can be incorporated with privacy protection to conceal the

transaction records. The blockchain consists of several components:

(1) Ledger: An append-only ledger on a blockchain holds the

records of all accounts and transactions. Note that by default,

there is no privacy protection to the ledger, such that the

account details and transaction histories are visible to the

public. On Ethereum, one can create tokens on the ledger

to represent certain digital assets. Our payment system is

implemented by tokens, which allows us to incorporate pri-

vacy protection. To pay for energy storage service, users

are required to purchase tokens that will be subsequently

transfered to the energy storage operator and redeemed.

(2) Accounts: A user account is identified by a public key Kp

and an address ad, which is the hash of the public key:

ad = H (Kp), where H (·) is a cryptographic hash func-

tion. The user manages the account by the corresponding

private key Ks
. Each account holds a balance of tokens, de-

noted by Bal(ad), which by default is a plaintext visible

to the public. We will subsequently conceal the balances.

Each user i ∈ {1, ...,N } has an account associated with a

tuple (adi ,K
p
i ,K

s
i , Bal(adi )). We denote the energy storage

operator’s account address by adess.

(3) Transactions: To initiate a transaction of tokens from adi
to adi′ with transaction value val, the user submits a trans-

action request to the blockchain: tx = (adi , adi′ , val), along
with a signature signK s

i
(tx) using the private key Ks

i asso-

ciated with adi . The transaction request will be executed
1
if

Bal(adi ) ≥ val. A multi-transaction can also be requested.

Let mtx = (adi , adi′ , vali )
N
i=1. mtx will be executed, only if

Bal(adi ) ≥ vali for all i andmulti-signature sign(K s
i )
N
i=1

(mtx)

is present. Depending on the cost-sharing scheme, a user will

pay either Pppi or Pegai to the energy storage operator. Each

transaction request by default is a plaintext visible to the

public. We will subsequently conceal the transaction records.

(4) Receipts: The recipient of a transaction can attach a receipt

on the ledger, which may include additional information for

further verification and auditing by a third-party. In VNM

settlement, the grid operator will need to audit the amount

of energy that a user can be offset from energy storage ser-

vice, which can be verified from the receipts associated with

transaction records.

Note that there may be a negative flow of payment in egalitarian

cost-sharing, such that vali < 0. Hence, we need to ensure the

corresponding transaction on a blockchain still functions correctly.

Theorem 3. Consider a multi-transaction mtx = (adi , adess,
vali )

N
i=1, where vali may be negative. Namely, every adi pays to

the energy storage operator adess. If
∑N
i=1 vali > 0, then mtx can be

handled on a blockchain by the following transaction operations:

Bal(adi ) ←Bal(adi ) − vali , for all i (18)

Bal(adess) ←Bal(adess) +
∑

i=1, ...,N
vali (19)

See Appendix. A for the proof.

3.5 Security & Threat Models

We next consider privacy protection in our problem. We assume

synchronously authenticated communications among the parties,

including users, blockchain, energy storage/grid operator, where

the protocols proceed in rounds and the parties can authenticate

each other properly so that there is no man-in-the-middle attack.

3.5.1 Security Requirements.
Our system aims to satisfy the following security requirements:

(S1) DemandConcealment: The individual user’s demand

(
ai (t )

)T
t=1

is private information, which should not be revealed to other

users or energy storage operator in energy storage service

scheduling, cost-sharing and payment. But the parameters,

such as ps, ec, ed, rc, rd,
(
p (t ), B(t )

)T
t=1

, are publicly known

to all users. We need to ensure the operations of schedul-

ing, cost-sharing and payment can be achieved correctly

without leaking any information about

(
ai (t )

)T
t=1

of a user

to another. Specifically, given

((
ai (t )

)T
t=1

)N
i=1

, we need a

1
We skip some practical issues of a blockchain transaction, like nonce to prevent replay

attack, account-locking against front-running attack, etc. But our model can easily

incorporate the solutions from the security literature (e.g., [6]) to address these issues.
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privacy-preserving summation function for the aggregate

demand:

Sumprv

[((
ai (t )

)T
t=1

)N
i=1

]
=
(
a(t )
)T
t=1
.

No user should learn any information from Sumprv[·] other
than his own inputs and the final outputs.

(S2) Zero-knowledgeCost-Sharing&Payment:With

(
a(t )
)T
t=1

,

one can compute the energy storage service schedule

(
(x+ (t ),

x− (t ),y (t )
)T
t=1

by Theorem 1. Then, each user i can com-

pute and make his payment Pi (= Pppi or Pegai ) by Theorem 2.

Since ai (t ) is only known to user i , we need verifiable “zero-

knowledge” proofs in the payment transactions to show the

following properties without revealing ai (t ) or Pi :
(S2.1) Non-negativity of user demands: ai (t ) ≥ 0 for all t . s
(S2.2) Correctness of payment: Pi is computed correctly according

to Theorem 2 for each user i .
(S2.3) Sufficient balance of payment: Bal(adi ) ≥ Pi , where adi is

the account address of user i .
(S2.4) Budget balance of energy storage service:

∑N
i=1 Pi = Costess.

These zero-knowledge proofs will be crucial to safeguard

against dishonest users in cost-sharing payments.

(S3) Auditing for Virtual Net Metering: The grid operator

needs to verify the agreed energy flows from the energy stor-

age operator to users, namely,

((
x−i (t )

)T
t=1

)N
i=1

and

(
x− (t )

)T
t=1

.

To enable auditing, the energy storage operator needs to pro-

vide a receipt for each user i to certify his corresponding

schedule

(
x−i (t )

)T
t=1

, without the knowledge of

(
x−i (t )

)T
t=1

.

3.5.2 Threat Model.
The users may be dishonest, who may try to cheat by paying

less to energy storage service or claim more in VNM than what

they ought to. The dishonest users may collude to coordinate their

actions. We aim to ensure the privacy of honest users and the cor-

rectness of scheduling, cost-sharing and payment in the presence of

an adaptively malicious (active) adversary
2
corrupting a dishonest-

majority of users up to N − 2 3
. Note that a malicious adversary is

more intractable than a classical semi-honest user due to his ability

of deliberately deviating from the protocols for prying into others’

privacy or sabotage the protocols. In case of any dishonest actions

being detected, our system will abort and notify all the users. Note

that our system is not required to identify individual dishonest user

and it is fundamentally impossible [3] to identify a dishonest user

in multi-party computation with a majority of dishonest users
4
.

2
Adaptive adversary model provides a stronger security guarantee than static one,

where the adversary will corrupt users at any time during the protocols rather than

before the protocols.

3
We achieve the security up to N − 2 since we consider the fact that the total energy
demands are known to all users.

4
There are secure multi-party computation protocols [9] that can identify a dishonest

user, but requiring a majority of honest users and considerable computational overhead.

On the other hand, we can impose furthermeasures tomitigate dishonesty. For example,

requiring proper user authentication to prevent shilling. Or, we can require each user

to pay a deposit in advance, which will be forfeited if any dishonesty is detected.

4 CRYPTOGRAPHIC COMPONENTS

Our privacy-preserving solution relies on several basic components

from cryptography. We briefly explain them in this section. More

details can be found in a standard cryptography textbook (e.g., [5]).

Denote by Zp = {0, ...,p − 1} the set of integers modulo p, for
encrypting private data. For brevity, we simply write “x + y” and
“x ·y” for modular arithmetic without explicitly mentioning“mod p”.
We consider a usual finite group G of order p. We pick д,h as two

generators of G, such that they can generate every element in

G by taking proper powers, namely, for each e ∈ G, there exist

x ,y ∈ Zp such that e = дx = hy . The classical discrete logarithmic

assumption states that givenдx , it is computationally hard to obtain

x , which underlies the security of many cryptosystems.

4.1 Cryptographic Commitments

A cryptographic commitment allows a user to hide a secret (e.g., to

hide the balances and transactions on a blockchain). We use Peder-

sen commitment, which is perfectly hiding (i.e., a computionally

unbounded adversary cannot unlock the secret) and computation-

ally binding (i.e., an adversary cannot associate with another secret

in polynomial time). To commit secret value x ∈ Zp , a user first
picks a random number r ∈ Zp to mask the commitment. Then,

the user computes the commitment by:

Cm(x , r) = дx · hr (mod p) (20)

where д is a generator of a multiplicative group Z∗p , h = д
k (mod p),

k is a secret value and p is a large prime number.

Note that Pedersen commitment satisfies homomorphic property:

Cm(x1 +x2, r1 + r2) = Cm(x1, r1) · Cm(x2, r2). Sometimes, we simply

write Cm(x ) without specifying random r. Next, we use Σ-protocol
to construct zero-knowledge proofs for several useful properties of

cryptographic commitments.

4.2 Zero-knowledge Proofs

In a zero-knowledge proof (of knowledge), a prover convinces a

verifier of the knowledge of a secret without revealing the secret.

For example, to show the knowledge of (x , r) for Cm(x , r) without
revealing (x , r). A zero-knowledge proof of knowledge should sat-

isfy completeness (i.e., the prover always can convince the verifier

if knowing the secret), soundness (i.e., the prover cannot convince

a verifier if not knowing the secret) and zero-knowledge (i.e., the

verifier cannot learn the secret).

4.2.1 Σ-Protocol.
Σ-Protocol is a general approach to construct zero-knowledge

proofs. This can prove the knowledge of x such that f (x ) = y
with concealed x , where y and f (·) are revealed and f (·) is not
computationally invertible. Suppose f (·) satisfies homomorphic

property: f (a + b) = f (a) + f (b). The Σ-protocol proceeds as
follows:

(1) First, the prover sends a commitment y′ = f (x ′), for a ran-
dom x ′, to the verifier.

(2) Next, the verifier generates a random challenge β and sends

it to the prover.

(3) The prover replieswith z = x ′+β ·x (which does not reveal x ).

(4) Finally, the verifier checks whether f (z)
?

= y′ + β · y.
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4.2.2 Σ-Protocol Based Zero-knowledge Proofs.
Next, we present four crucial instances of zero-knowledge proofs

based on Σ-protocol. The details of these zero-knowledge proofs as
well as the security proofs are in Appendix. B.

• Zero-knowledge Proof of Commitment (zkpCm): Given
Cm(x , r ), a prover wants to convince a verifier of the knowl-

edge x without revealing (x , r ). Denote a zero-knowledge
proof of commitment for Cm(x , r ) by zkpCm[x].
• Zero-knowledge Proof of Summation (zkpSum): Given

commitments

(
Cm(x1, r1), ..., Cm(xn , rn )

)
andy, a proverwants

to convince a verifier of the knowledge of y =
∑n
i=1 xi with-

out revealing (x1, ...,xn ). Denote a zero-knowledge proof of

summation for

(
Cm(xi , ri )

)n
i=1

by zkpSum[y, (xi )
n
i=1].

• Zero-knowledge Proof of Membership (zkpMbs): Given
a set X = {x1, ...,xn } and Cm(x , r), a prover wants to con-

vince a verifier of the knowledge of x ∈ X without revealing

x . Denote a zero-knowledge proof of membership for x ∈ X
by zkpMbs[x ,X].
• Zero-knowledgeProof ofNon-Negativity (zkpNN): Given
Cm(x , r), a prover wants to convince a verifier of the knowl-

edge of x ≥ 0 without revealing x . Denote a zero-knowledge
proof of the non-negativity of x by zkpNN[x].

4.3 Non-interactive Zero-knowledge Proofs

An interactive zero-knowledge proof of knowledge can be con-

verted to a non-interactive one by Fiat-Shamir heuristic to remove

the verifier-provided challenge. LetH (·) 7→ Zp be a cryptographic

hash function. Given a list of commitments (Cm1, ..., Cmr ), one can
map to a single hash value by H (Cm1 |...|Cmr ), where the input is
the concatenated string of (Cm1, ..., Cmr ). In a Σ-protocol, one can set
the challenge β = H (Cm1 |...|Cmr ), where (Cm1, ..., Cmr ) are all the
commitments generated by the prover prior to the step of verifier-

provided challenge (Step 2 of Σ-protocol). Hence, the prover does
not wait for the verifier-provided random challenge, and instead

generates the random challenge himself. The verifier will generate

the same challenge following the same procedure for verification.

Denote the non-interactive versions of the previous zero-knowledge

proofs by nzkpCm, nzkpSum, nzkpMbs, nzkpNN, respectively.

4.4 Public-Private Key Signatures

Cryptographic signatures can verify the authenticity of some given

data. Suppose a signer has a pair of public and private keys (Kp,Ks)
for an asymmetric key cryptosystem (e.g., RSA). To sign a mes-

sage m, the signer first maps m by a cryptographic hash func-

tion H (m) (e.g., SHA-3). Then the signature of m is the encryp-

tion signK s [m] = EncK s [H (m)]. Given (m,Kp), anyone can ver-

ify the signature signK s [m] by checking whether the decryption

DecK p [signK s [m]]

?

= H (m).

5 MULTI-PARTY COMPUTATION PROTOCOL

This section presents a simplified multi-party computation protocol

called SPDZ [10, 11], which allows multiple parties to jointly com-

pute a certain function while concealing the private inputs. SPDZ

can safeguard against a dishonest majority (i.e., all but one party

can be dishonest), and does not require a trusted dealer for setup.

Figure 2: An example of information-theoretical secret-

sharing. Let us compute x +y, without revealing x ory. Party
1 splits x into (xi )

4

i=1 and secretly shares each with one party.

So is party 2 for y. Next, each party i computes zi = xi + yi
locally. Then, x + y =

∑
4

i=1 zi , if (zi )
4

i=1 are revealed.

5.1 Information-theoretical Secret Sharing

SPDZ relies on information-theoretical secret-sharing, whereby

private data will be distributed to multiple parties, such that each

party only knows a share of the data, without complete knowledge

of other shares. Hence, computation of individual shares of data will

not reveal the original data, unless all shares are revealed for output

or verification. Several distributed computation operations can be

performed locally, while preserving the secret sharing property.

We consider the computation of a function of an arithmetic

circuit consisting of only additions and multiplications. Suppose a

private number x is distributed to n parties, such that each party i
knows a share xi only, where x =

∑n
i=1 xi , but not knowing other

shares x j , where j , i . Note that a party is unable to construct x ,
without knowing all the shares. In the following, we write ⟨x⟩ as a
secretly shared number, meaning that there is a vector (x1, ...,xn ),
such that each party i knows only xi . Given secretly shared ⟨x⟩ and
⟨y⟩, and a public known constant c , the following operations can be

attained by local computation at each party, and then the outcome

can be assembled from the individual shares:

A1) ⟨x⟩ + ⟨y⟩ can be computed by (x1 + y1, ...,xn + yn ).
A2) c · ⟨x⟩ can be computed by (c · x1, ..., c · xn ).
A3) c + ⟨x⟩ can be computed by (c + x1,x2, ...,xn ).

To reveal ⟨x⟩, each party i broadcasts xi to other parties. Then each

party can reconstruct x =
∑n
i=1 xi . See an example in Figure 2.

Multiplications can also be computed by SPDZ, and the detailed

description can be found in Appendix. D. With additions and multi-

plications, one can construct a large class of computation functions

(including comparison and branching conditions).

However, some parties may be dishonest, who may not perform

the correct local computation. To safeguard against dishonest par-

ties, an information-theoretical message authentication code (MAC)

can be used for verification. Every secretly shared number is en-

coded by a MAC as γ (x ), which is also secretly shared as ⟨γ (x )⟩.
The basic idea is that if a dishonest party wants to modify his share

xi , then he also needs to modify γ (x )i consistently. This allows
dishonesty to be detectable by checking the corresponding MAC in

the final output. The detailed description of MAC can be found in

Appendix. D. In the following, we write ⟨⟨x⟩⟩ meaning that both ⟨x⟩
and the respective MAC ⟨γ (x )⟩ are secretly shared among users.

5.2 Overview of SPDZ Protocol

The SPDZ consists of three phases, as outlined as follows:
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(1) Pre-processing Phase: In this phase, a collection of shared ran-

dom numbers will be constructed to mask the private input

numbers. For each private input number of party i , there
needs a shared random number ⟨⟨r i ⟩⟩, where r i is revealed
to party i only, but not to other parties.

(2) Online Phase: To secretly shares a private input number x i

using ⟨⟨r i ⟩⟩, without revealing x i , it proceeds as follows:
1) Party i computes and reveals zi = x i − r i to all parties.

2) Every party sets ⟨⟨x i ⟩⟩ ← zi + ⟨⟨r i ⟩⟩ (see A3).

Any computation function in terms of additions or multipli-

cations can be computed by proper local computations (e.g.,

A1-A3). The MACs are updated accordingly to preserve the

consistency. See Appendix. C for details.

(3) Output and Validation Phase: All MACs will be revealed for

validation. If there is any inconsistency in MACs, then abort.

The details of SPDZ protocol can be found in Appendix. C.

6 PRIVACY-PRESERVING ENERGY STORAGE

SHARING

This section presents an integrated solution for privacy-preserving

energy sharing, with blockchain, zero-knowledge proofs and SPDZ.

6.1 Privacy-Preserving Ledger

First, we incorporate privacy protection to hide transaction records

on the ledger, while still allowing proper verifications for cost-

sharing and VNM. As in other privacy-preserving blockchain (e.g.,

Zether [6]), we conceal the balances and transaction values in the

ledger by the respective cryptographic commitments instead of

plaintext values. The accounts in the ledger will become as follows:

adi Kp
i Cm(Bal(adi ))

adj Kp
j Cm(Bal(adj ))

... ... ...

Amulti-transactionwill be concealed as mtx = (adi , adi′ , Cm(vali ))
N
i=1.

Because of concealed balance and transaction value, each user must

also provide nzkpNN[Bal(adi ) − vali ] associated with each trans-

action to prove the non-negativity of the resultant balance.

6.2 Privacy-Preserving Protocol Πpess

We design protocol Πpess for privacy-preserving energy storage

service scheduling, cost-sharing, payment and VNM. Before pre-

senting the detailed protocol, we first outline some high-level ideas:

(1) First, the users need to secretly share private individual de-

mands ⟨⟨ai (t )⟩⟩. Then, they can compute aggregate demand

⟨⟨a(t )⟩⟩ via SPDZ in a privacy-preserving manner.

(2) To enable later verification of payment transactions and

VNM, each user also needs to announce commitment Cm(ai (t ))
to each other. However, dishonest users may use inconsistent

Cm(ai (t )) with respect to secretly shared ⟨⟨ai (t )⟩⟩. To show

the equivalence, all users need to create zero-knowledge

proof of commitment zkpCm[ai (t )] via SPDZ using secretly

shared ⟨⟨ai (t )⟩⟩. One can also show the non-negativity of

⟨⟨ai (t )⟩⟩ by zero-knowledge proof of non-negativity nzkpNN[ai (t )].
(3) After verifying zkpCm[ai (t )] and nzkpNN[ai (t )], the users

reveal ⟨⟨a(t )⟩⟩ and verify the corresponding MAC to ensure

the integrity of a(t ). Then, the users compute the energy

storage service schedule with the knowledge of

(
a(t )
)T
t=1

.

(4) Next, each user i can compute and make his payment Pi (=
Pppi or Pegai ) by Theorem 2. The users jointly compute the

total payments

∑N
i Pi via SPDZ in a privacy-preserving

manner to ensure that the difference between Costess and∑N
i Pi is within a negligible rounding error ε , such that

|Costess −
∑N
i Pi | < ε . Then the users agrees and sets

Costess =
∑N
i Pi .

(5) Tomake cost-sharing payments for energy storage service on

the ledger, the users need to create a zero-knowledge proof

that

∑N
i=1 Pi = Costess via SPDZ. Each user also creates

nzkpNN[Bal(adi ) − Pi ] locally.
(6) After the completion of multi-transaction of payments, the

energy storage service schedule is executed. Afterwards, the

energy storage operator signs Cm(x−i (t )) as a receipt on the

ledger for each user. Note that Cm(x−i (t )) can be generated

based on Cm(ai (t )) and the energy storage service schedule.

(7) Finally, the users requests VNM settlement with the grid

operator. The grid operator will verify x−i (t ) from the signed

Cm(x−i (t )) on the ledger.

The details of the privacy-preserving protocol Πpess, consisting

of three stages (Π
(1)
pess-Π

(3)
pess), are presented as follows:

Stage 0: Initialization. In this stage, system parameters are

chosen and the pre-processing phase of SPDZ is executed among

the users. See Appendix. C for detailed SPDZ pre-processing phase.

Initialization:
(1) Choose and announce a multiplicative group Z∗p , two gen-

erators д,h ∈ Z∗p and hash function H (·) 7→ Zp as public

information to all users. Note thatд andh can be obtained via

a coin-tossing protocol [33] among the users such that logд h

is unknown due to the hardness of the discrete logarithm.

(2) The energy storage operator announces ps, ec, ed, rc, rd,(
p (t ), B(t )

)T
t=1

as public information to all users.

(3) Initialize SPDZ pre-processing phase among all users.

Stage 1: Pre-operation Scheduling. In this stage, the users

will compute their aggregate day-ahead demands via SPDZ. The

users also need to make commitments of their individual demands(
ai (t )

)T
t=1

, which will be used for auditing in VNM. We ensure that

the individual demands shared via SPDZ match the ones being com-

mitted. This can be accomplished by computing zero-knowledge

proof of commitment zkpCm[ai (t )] using the secretly shared ⟨⟨ai (t )⟩⟩.
Next, the users will compute the optimal energy storage service

schedule in (P2) based on aggregate demands

(
a(t )
)T
t=1

.

Protocol Π(1)
pess:

(1) User i commits Ci (t ) = Cm(ai (t ), ri (t )) for all t and an-

nounces

(
Ci (t )

)T
t=1

to all users with

(
nzkpNN[ai (t )]

)T
t=1

,

where ri (t ) is a random masking number. All users ver-

ify nzkpNN[ai (t )]. If verification of nzkpNN[ai (t )] fails, an-
nounce Abort.
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(2) User i secretly shares ⟨⟨ai (t )⟩⟩ via SPDZ for all t .
(3) To show the equality of ai (t ) in ⟨⟨ai (t )⟩⟩ and Ci (t ), user i

constructs an zkpCm[ai (t )] distributedly via SPDZ:

(a) User i randomly generates

(
a′i (t ), r

′
i (t )
)
∈ Zp and secretly

shares as ⟨⟨a′i (t )⟩⟩ and ⟨⟨r
′
i (t )⟩⟩. User i announces C

′
i (t ) =

Cm(a′i (t ), r
′
i (t )) to all users. Note that not until all the users

have completed this step do they proceed to the next step

to produce a common random challenge β (t ).
(b) All the users conduct a coin-tossing protocol to obtain

a random challenge β (t ). Firstly, each user announces

a commitment C ′′i (t ) of a randomly generated number

r′′i (t ) ∈ Zp . Then all the users reveal r′′i (t ) and compute

a random challenge β (t ) =
∑N
i=1 r

′′
i (t ).

(c) All users compute and reveal ⟨⟨zai (t )⟩⟩ = ⟨⟨a
′
i (t )⟩⟩ + β (t ) ·

⟨⟨ai (t )⟩⟩ and ⟨⟨zri (t )⟩⟩ = ⟨⟨r
′
i (t )⟩⟩ + β (t ) · ⟨⟨ri (t )⟩⟩ for user i .

(d) This creates zkpCm[ai (t )] = {C
′
i (t ), zai (t ) , zri (t ) }. All users

verify zkpCm by checking

дzai (t ) · hzri (t )
?

= C ′i (t ) · Cm
(
ai (t ), ri (t )

)β (t )
(e) If the verification of zkpCm fails, announce Abort.

(4) The users compute ⟨⟨a(t )⟩⟩ ←
∑N
i=1⟨⟨ai (t )⟩⟩ for all t via SPDZ.

Reveal ⟨⟨a(t )⟩⟩. Check MAC of ⟨⟨a(t )⟩⟩. If the MAC check fails,

announce Abort.

(5) The users solve (P2) using
(
a(t )
)T
t=1

for

(
x+ (t ),x− (t ),y (t )

)T
t=1

(6) All users compute Costess ≜
∑T
t=1

(
p (t ) + ps

)
· x+ (t ) and

Costorg ≜
∑T
t=1 p (t ) · x

− (t ), p̂(t ) ≜ x− (t ) ·p (t )
a (t ) .

Stage 2: Cost-sharing Payment & Operation. In this stage,

the users split the cost of energy storage service based on propor-

tional or egalitarian cost-sharing scheme via SPDZ. The users com-

pute the payment commitments and verify the validity of Costess
by comparing with

∑N
i=1 Pi . Before issuing the multi-transaction,

the users compute zkpSum[Costess, (Pi )
N
i=1] to satisfy Theorem 3.

The users then make energy storage service payments via privacy-

preserving blockchain. After receiving the payments, the energy

storage operator will issue verifiable receipts on the ledger.

Protocol Π(2)
pess:

(1) Each user i computes Pi = Pppi (or Pegai ) by Theorem 2, and

announces commitment Cm(Pi , ri ) to all users, and secretly

shares ⟨⟨ri ⟩⟩ via SPDZ.
(2) The users also compute the total payments via SPDZ by

N∑
i=1

Pi =



∑N
i=1 P

pp
i =

∑T
t=1

(
Costess ·p̂(t )

Costorg
·
∑N
i=1⟨⟨ai (t )⟩⟩

)
,∑N

i=1 P
ega
i =

∑T
t=1

( ∑N
i=1

(
⟨⟨ai (t )⟩⟩ · p̂(t ) −

Costorg−Costess
N

))
(21)

and check |Costess −
∑N
i=1 Pi | < ε , where ε is a small fault-

tolerant factor, which confines the division rounding error,

arising from computing
Costess
Costorg

or p̂(t ). If so, the users take

Costess =
∑N
i=1 Pi . Otherwise, announce Abort.

(3) The users then compute zkpSum[Costess, (Pi )
N
i=1] via SPDZ

distributely as follows:

(a) User i randomly generates and secretly shares ⟨⟨r′i ⟩⟩ ∈ Zp
before announcing Cm(0, r′i ).

(b) All users conduct a coin-tossing protocol to obtain a ran-

dom challenge β as in Π
(1)
pess. Then all users compute

⟨⟨zr⟩⟩ =
∑n
i=1⟨⟨r

′
i ⟩⟩+β ·

∑n
i=1⟨⟨ri ⟩⟩ andC

′ =
∏N

i=1 Cm(0, r
′
i ).

(c) This creates zkpSum[Costess, (Pi )
N
i=1] = {C

′, zr}. All users
verify zkpSum by checking:

дβ ·Costess · hzr
?

= C ′ ·
n∏
i=1

Cm(Pi , ri )
β

If the verification of zkpSum fails, announce Abort.
(4) Each user computes nzkpNN[Bal(adi ) − Pi ] based on Cm(Pi ).
(5) Let the account address of energy storage operator be adess.

The users submit a multi-transaction request

mtx =
(
adi , adess, Cm(Pi )

)N
i=1

to the ledger, along with

zkpSum[Costess, (Pi )
N
i=1] and nzkpNN[Bal(adi ) − Pi ]

N
i=1

(6) The ledger verifies zkpSum and nzkpNN before proceeding

the transaction. If the verification fails, announce Abort.

(7) The users provide the schedule

(
a(t ),x+ (t ),x− (t ),y (t )

)T
t=1

to the energy storage operator. After transaction completes,

the energy storage operator will execute the schedule.

Stage 3: Post-operation VNM Settlement. In this stage, the

energy storage operator signs the receipts of individual energy

storage service

(
x−i (t )

)T
t=1

. The receipts will be stored on the ledger.

The users will request VNM settlement with the grid operator. The

grid operator will verify their claims with the receipts on the ledger.

Protocol Π(3)
pess:

(1) The users upload

(
Cm(ai (t ))

T
t=1

)N
i=1

to the ledger.

(2) The energy storage operator computes commitment Cm(x−i (t ))

= Cm(ai (t ))
x− (t )
a (t )

(according to Theorem 2) for all t and i .
(3) Let the public-private keys of the energy storage operator be

(Kp
ess,K

s
ess). The energy storage operator signs signK s

ess
[

Cm(x−i (t ))] along with Cm(x−i (t )) to be stored on the ledger.

(4) The energy storage operator prepares VNM and provides

energy export profile

(
x− (t )

)T
t=1

to the grid operator.

(5) Each user i submits a claim for reimbursement by referring

to receipt Cm(x−i (t )) and signK s
ess

[Cm(x−i (t ))] on the ledger.

Also, reveal x−i (t ) to the grid operator to prove the validity.

(6) The grid operator verifies signK s
ess

[Cm(x−i (t ))] by public key

Kp
ess, and compares the energy demand profile

(
ai (t )

)T
t=1

with

(
x−i (t )

)T
t=1

. If the verification is consistent, the grid

operator will deduct

∑T
t=1 x

−
i (t ) · p (t ) from user i’s total

payment to the grid.

See Appendix. D for the security analysis of Πpess for satisfying

security requirements S1-S3.
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Figure 3: Data trace of energy storage service schedule.

(a) Computational overhead (b) Communication overhead (c) Gas cost of executeTransaction()
Figure 4: System performance and smart contract gas costs.

7 EVALUATION

7.1 Energy Storage Service Scheduling

We first evaluate the effectiveness of energy storage sharing. We se-

lected 120 users from the Smart* microgrid dataset [2]. We consider

a single 24-hour period, from midnight to next midnight.

In particular, we present the temporal data trace of scheduled

energy storage services for 4 users. We observe that each of the user

can utilize energy storage discharging during peak-hour. Most users

acquire energy from the grid during off-peak-hour, and partially

during shoulder-hour. Next, we study the saving (∆i ) of each user.

In Figure 3, we study different cost-sharing schemes of energy stor-

age service for 4 users. We observe that proportional cost-sharing

gives each user at the same percentage of saving of 28.78% when

energy storage B is 400 kWh, whereas different users have different

percentages of saving with egalitarian cost-sharing, but with the

same amount of saving of $37.90.

7.2 SPDZ Performance

Next, we evaluate the performance of SPDZ in stages 1-2 of Πpess.

We skip stage 3 due to its negligible performance compared with

stages 1-2. We consider 144 time slots in a single 24-hour period.

All the results were averaged over 20 instances.

7.2.1 Computational Overhead. We scaled the number of users

from 5 to 25. Figure 4a displays the average running time incurred at

each user in the stage 1. The running time shows a linearly growing

trend with increasing number of users. The running time starts

from about 0.91 seconds with 5 users to around 4.32 seconds with

25 users. We skip the displaying of the stage 2 due to the negligible

computational overhead of only several milliseconds.

7.2.2 Communication Overhead. Figure 4b shows the average
total volume of the transmission data in stages 1 and 2. It is evident

that the total transmission amount scale linearly with the growing

number of users in both stages. The data volume increases from

3.62 MB with 5 users to about 26.89 MB with 25 users in stage 1. In

contrast, the data volume in stage 2 starts from a merely 5 KB with

5 users to about 40 KB with 25 users. Thus, the total data volume

in stage 1 dominates the entire protocol.

7.3 Ethereum Smart Contract Gas Costs

We implemented the payment systems as a smart contract
5
on

real-world Ethereum blockchain platform. The smart contract is

specified by Solidity programming language [24]. We outline some

implementation components as follows:

(1) Pedersen. This component aims to realize the underlying

Pedersen commitment scheme.

(2) ESToken. We create a Ethereum-based cryptocurrency ESTo-
ken for our energy sharing scenario, whereby users are able

to pay the energy cost without revealing the true payments.

(3) MultiSignature. This component allows the users to sub-

mit a multi-transaction request, where the transaction will

proceed unless all the involved users validate the transac-

tion. There are three main methods: submitTransaction(),
executeTransaction(), confirmTransaction() .

See sample code of Solidity-based smart contracts in Appendix. E.

Distributed miners will execute the compiled bytecode of the

smart contracts in Ethereum Virtual Machine. Miners will charge

additional Ether/ETH (Ethereum native crytocurrency) called gas

costs, because the extra computational tasks incurred by smart

contracts will be broadcast throughout the blockchain. Gas costs

are used to measure the amount of computational resources to

execute the operations required by a transaction. We measured the

incurred gas costs by our smart contracts and used a 255-bit prime

number q for Pedersen commitment since Solidity supports at most

256-bit numbers. We employed Truffle Suite [37] as the Ethereum

development framework to test and measure the average gas costs
6

of Multi-Signature methods, shown in Table 2, where N is the

number of users andNb indicates the number of bits to represent the

plaintext payment in the nzkpMbs. A transaction initiator must pay

5
The source code will be released publicly, when this paper is published.

6
The actual gas costs may vary based on the random generated parameters of the

zero-knowledge proofs. Here, we show the average gas costs.
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sufficient amount of gas costs to the miner, who creates transaction

blocks on the network. The gasPrice in a transaction allows the

transaction initiator to set the gas price that he is willing to pay.

The higher the gas prices, the higher probability the transaction

will be chosen by the miner in a block. We use the standard gas

price 54 Gwei to calculate the transaction cost in Ether (see [36]).

Gas Cost Ether |Input| (bytes)

submitTransaction() 106k 0.0057 64 + 64 ×N

confirmTransaction() 3600k 0.1944 128 + 180 ×Nb

Table 2: Gas costs for Multi-Signature methods

Figure 4c presents the gas cost of executeTransaction() func-

tion. We observe that the gas cost is linearly proportional to the

number of involved users, starting from 1437k (0.0776 ether) with 5

users to 5986k (0.3232 ether) with 25 users, since the verification of

zkpSum depends on the number of users. Overall, we observe only

moderate incurred costs by our smart contract.

8 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we provide a novel approach to support third-party

energy storage sharing without compromising the privacy of indi-

vidual users. In our privacy-preserving solution, an energy storage

operator is only revealed the minimal information to schedule en-

ergy storage operations, without knowing users’ private demands.

At the same time, the users can divide the cost of energy storage

service fairly among themselves without knowing each other’s de-

mands. Our solution can effectively safeguard against a dishonest

majority of users, without requiring trusted third-parties. We imple-

mented our solution as a smart contract on Ethereum blockchain

platform, which incurs low overhead and gas costs in practice.
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APPENDIX

A PROOFS

Theorem 1. If
(
x− (t ),y (t )

)T
t=1

is an optimal solution of (P2),

then
(
(x−i (t ),yi (t ))

N
i=1

)T
t=1

, where x−i (t ) =
ai (t )
a (t ) · x

− (t ) and yi (t ) =
ai (t )
a (t ) · y (t ), is an optimal solution of (P1).

Proof. Since

(
x− (t ),y (t )

)T
t=1

is an optimal solution of (P2), it

satisfies the condition x− (t ) + y (t ) = a(t ).

https://docs.soliditylang.org
http://getmonero.org
https://ethereum.github.io/yellowpaper/paper.pdf
https://ethereum.github.io/yellowpaper/paper.pdf
https://quantiki.org/wiki/coin-tossing
https://ethgasstation.info
https://www.trufflesuite.com
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We let x−i (t ) =
ai (t )
a (t ) · x

− (t ) and yi (t ) =
ai (t )
a (t ) · y (t ), then(

x−i (t ),yi (t )
)T
t=1

satisfies x−i (t ) +yi (t ) = ai (t ) for all i ∈ {1, ...,N }

and t ∈ {1, ...,T }, and hence, is a feasible solution of (P1).

Next, we argue that

(
(x−i (t ),yi (t ))

N
i=1

)T
t=1

is an optimal solution

of (P1) by contradiction. Suppose that there exists a better solu-

tion

(
(x ′−i (t ),y

′
i (t ))

N
i=1

)T
t=1

with a lower total cost in (P2). Then(
x− (t ),y (t )

)T
t=1

is not an optimal solution, because we can find an-

other better solution by considering

( ∑N
i=1 x

′−
i (t ),

∑N
i=1 y

′
i (t )
)T
t=1

instead, which is also a feasible solution of (P2). This will violate

the optimality of

(
x− (t ),y (t )

)
. □

Theorem 2. If
(
x+ (t ),x− (t )

)T
t=1

is an optimal solution of (P2)

and let x−i (t ) =
ai (t )
a (t ) ·x

− (t ) andyi (t ) =
ai (t )
a (t ) ·y (t ), then proportional

and egalitarian cost-sharing schemes are individually rational.
Let p̂(t ) ≜ x− (t ) ·p (t )

a (t ) and Costorg ≜
∑T
t=1 x

− (t ) · p (t ). The pro-
portional and egalitarian cost-sharing payments are given as follows:




Pppi =
Costess
Costorg

·
∑T
t=1 ai (t ) · p̂(t ),

Pegai =
∑T
t=1 ai (t ) · p̂(t ) −

Costorg−Costess
N

(22)

Proof. For proportional cost sharing, user i’s saving will be

∆pp
i =

T∑
t=1

x−i (t ) · p (t ) −
T∑
t=1

(
p (t ) + ps

)
· x+ (t ) ·

∑T
t=1 x

−
i (t ) · p (t )∑T

t=1 x
− (t ) · p (t )

(23)

=

( T∑
t=1

x− (t ) · p (t ) −
T∑
t=1

(
p (t ) + ps

)
· x+ (t )

)
·

∑T
t=1 x

−
i (t ) · p (t )∑T

t=1 x
− (t ) · p (t )

(24)

Next, we show

∑T
t=1 x

− (t ) · p (t ) ≥
∑T
t=1

(
p (t ) + ps

)
· x+ (t ) by

contradiction. Suppose

∑T
t=1 x

− (t ) ·p (t ) <
∑T
t=1

(
p (t )+ps

)
·x+ (t ),

then

(
x+ (t ),x− (t )

)T
t=1

is not an optimal solution of (P2) because

one can always find a better solution by not charging energy storage

according to x+ (t ). Instead, drawing energy at the time it is needed

will only cost

∑T
t=1 x

− (t ) · p (t ), which is cheaper than the cost

of charging and subsequently discharging from energy storage

(

∑T
t=1

(
p (t ) + ps

)
· x+ (t )). Hence, we conclude that

∑T
t=1 x

− (t ) ·

p (t ) ≥
∑T
t=1

(
p (t ) + ps

)
· x+ (t ) and ∆pp

i ≥ 0.

For egalitarian cost sharing, user i’s saving will be

∆ega
i =

∑T
t=1 x

− (t ) · p (t ) −
∑T
t=1

(
p (t ) + ps

)
· x+ (t )

N
(25)

Following a similar approach by contradiction, we can similarly

show that ∆ega
i ≥ 0. □

Theorem 3. Consider a multi-transaction mtx = (adi , adess,
vali )

N
i=1, where vali may be negative. Namely, every adi pays to the

energy storage operator adess. If
∑N
i=1 vali > 0, mtx can be handled

on a blockchain by the following transaction operations:

Bal(adi ) ←Bal(adi ) − vali , for all i (26)

Bal(adess) ←Bal(adess) +
N∑
i=1

vali (27)

Proof. It is straightforward to see that Eqn. (26) applies to the

case when vali is negative. As long as
∑N
i=1 vali > 0, there is no

net out-going payment from adess. Therefore, mtx can be handled

properly. □

B ZERO-KNOWLEDGE PROOFS OF

KNOWLEDGE

B.1 Zero-knowledge Proof of Commitment

(zkpCm)
Given Cm(x , r), a prover wants to convince a verifier of the knowl-

edge of (x , r). We can apply Σ-protocol as follows:

(1) The prover randomly generates (x ′, r′) ∈ Z2p and sends the

commitment Cm(x ′, r′) to the verifier.

(2) The verifier sends a random challenge β ∈ Zp to the prover.

(3) The prover replies with zx = x ′ + β · x and zr = r′ + β · r.

(4) The verifier checks whether дzx ·hzr
?

= Cm(x ′, r′) ·Cm(x , r)β .

Denote a zero-knowledge proof of commitment for Cm(x , r) by
zkpCm[x].

B.2 Zero-knowledge Proof of Summation

Given commitments

(
Cm(x1, r1), ..., Cm(xn , rn )

)
and y, a prover

wants to convince a verifier of the knowledge of y =
∑n
i=1 xi with-

out revealing (x1, ...,xn ). We can apply Σ-protocol as follows:

(1) The prover randomly generates r′ ∈ Zp and sends the com-

mitment Cm(0, r′) to the verifier.

(2) The verifier sends a random challenge β ∈ Zp to the prover.

(3) The prover replies with zr = r′ + β ·
∑n
i=1 ri .

(4) The verifier checkswhetherдβy ·hzr
?

= Cm(0, r′)·
∏n

i=1 Cm(xi , ri )
β

Denote a zero-knowledge proof of summation for

(
Cm(xi , ri )

)n
i=1

by zkpSum[y, (xi )
n
i=1].

B.3 Zero-knowledge Proof of Membership

Given a setX = {x1, ...,xn } and Cm(x , r), a prover wants to convince
a verifier of the knowledge of x ∈ X without revealing x . We can

apply Σ-protocol as follows:

(1) Suppose x = xi ∈ X. The prover first randomly generates

(x ′j , r
′
j ) ∈ Zp and computes the commitment Cm(x ′j , r

′
j ) for

all j ∈ {1, ...,n}. Then, the prover randomly generates βj ∈
Zp for each j ∈ {1, ...,n}\{i}, and computes

zx j =



x ′j + (xi − x j )βj , if j ∈ {1, ...,n}\{i}

x ′i , if j = i

Next, the prover sends (Cm(x ′j , r
′
j ), zx j )

n
j=1 to the verifier.

(2) The verifier sends a random challenge β ∈ Zp to the prover.

(3) The prover sets βi = β −
∑
j,i βj , then computes zrj =

r′j + r · βj for all j ∈ {1, ...,n}, and sends (βj , zrj )
n
j=1 to the

verifier.
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(4) The verifier checks whether β
?

=
∑n
i=1 βj and

д
zxj · h

zrj ?

= Cm(x ′j , r
′
j ) ·
( Cm(x , r)

дx j

)βj
for all j ∈ {1, ...,n}

Denote a zero-knowledge proof of membership for x ∈ X by

zkpMbs[x ,X].

B.4 Zero-knowledge Proof of Non-Negativity

Given Cm(x , r), a prover wants to convince a verifier of the knowl-

edge of x ≥ 0 without revealing x . Suppose x < 2
m
. We aim to

prove there exist (b1, ...,bm ) such that bi ∈ {0, 1} for i ∈ {0, ...,m}
and

∑m
i=1 bi · 2

i−1 = x . We can apply Σ-protocol as follows:

(1) The prover sends (Cm(bi , ri ))
m
i=1 to the verifier, and provides

zkpMbs[bi , {0, 1}] for each bi to prove that bi ∈ {0, 1}. Also,
the prover randomly generates r′ ∈ Zp and sends the com-

mitment Cm(0, r′) to the verifier.

(2) The verifier sends a random challenge β ∈ Zp to the prover.

(3) The prover replies with zr = r′ + β · (
∑m
i=1 ri · 2

i−1 − r).

(4) The verifier checks whether hzr
?

= Cm(0, r′) · Cm(x , r)−β ·∏m
i=1 Cm(bi , ri )

β ·2i−1
.

Denote a zero-knowledge proof of x ≥ 0 by zkpNN[x].

B.5 Security Proof

It is straightforward to prove the completeness of these protocols.

We will provide detailed proofs on their soundness and honest-

verifier zero-knowledge properties below.

B.5.1 Soundness Proof. There exists a Knowledge Extractor that
makes the prover successfully answer two random challeges β1 and
β2, such that:

• zkpCm. For x we have (z′x = x ′ + β1 · x , z
′′
x = x ′ + β2 · x ) and

for r we have (z′r = r ′ + β1 · r , z
′′
r = r ′ + β2 · r ). Then we

obtain x =
z′x − z

′′
x

β1 − β2
and r =

z′r − z
′′
r

β1 − β2
. Finally, we can check

that дxhr = Cm(x , r ).
• zkpSum. z1 = r ′ + β1 ·

∑N
i=1 ri and z2 = r ′ + β2 ·

∑N
i=1 ri .

Then we have

∑N
i=1 ri =

z1 − z2
β1 − β2

. Finally, we can check that

дyh
∑N
i=1 ri =

∏n
i=1 Cm(xi , ri ) to prove that y =

∑N
i=1 xi .

• zkpMbs. z′r j = r ′j + β1 · r and z′′r j = r ′ + β2 · r . Then we

have r =
z′r j − z

′′
r j

β1 − β2
. Finally, we can check for each j that

д
zxj hr =

Cm(x , r)

дx j
to prove that x ∈ X.

• zkpNN. z′r = r ′ + β1 · (
∑m
i=1 ri · 2

i−1 − r) and z′′r = r ′ +

β2 · (
∑m
i=1 ri · 2

i−1 − r). Then we have (
∑m
i=1 ri · 2

i−1 −

r) =
z′r j − z

′′
r j

β1 − β2
. Finally, we can check that h

∑m
i=1 ri ·2

i−1−r =∏m
i=1 Cm(bi , ri )

2
i−1
· Cm(x , r)−1 to prove that x =

∑N
i=1 bi ·

2
i−1 ≥ 0.

B.5.2 Honest-verifier zero-knowledge Proof. There exists a sim-
ulator that chooses random z, β ∈ Zp and checks:

• zkpCm. Cm(x ′, r ′) = дzx · hzr · Cm(x , r )−β .

• zkpSum. Cm(0, r′) = дβy · hzr ·
∏N

i=1 Cm(xi , ri )
−β

.

• zkpMbs. Cm(x ′j , r
′
j ) = д

zxj · h
zrj ·

(
Cm(x,r)
дxj

)−βj
for all j ∈

{1, ...,n}.

• zkpNN. Cm(0, r′) = hzr · Cm(x , r)β ·
∏m

i=1 Cm(bi , ri )
−β ·2i−1

.

C SPDZ PROTOCOL

In the following, we present a simplified version of SPDZ for the

clarity of exposition. The full version can be found in [10, 11].

There are three phases in SPDZ protocol: (1) pre-processing

phase, (2) online phase, and (3) output and validation phase. We

write ⟨x⟩ as a secretly shared number, meaning that there is a vector

(x1, ...,xn ), such that each party i knows only xi . To reveal secretly
shared number ⟨x⟩, each party i broadcasts xi to other parties. Then
each party can reconstruct x =

∑n
i=1 xi . We write ⟨⟨x⟩⟩ meaning

that both ⟨x⟩ and the respective MAC ⟨γ (x )⟩ are secretly shared.

C.1 Online Phase

In the online phase, the parties can jointly compute an arithmetic

circuit, consisting of additions and multiplications with secretly

shared input numbers.

C.1.1 Addition.
Given secretly shared ⟨x⟩ and ⟨y⟩, and a public known constant

c , the following operations can be attained by local computation

at each party, and then the outcome can be assembled from the

individual shares:

A1) ⟨x⟩ + ⟨y⟩ can be computed by (x1 + y1, ...,xn + yn ).
A2) c · ⟨x⟩ can be computed by (c · x1, ..., c · xn ).
A3) c + ⟨x⟩ can be computed by (c + x1,x2, ...,xn ).

C.1.2 Multiplication.
Given secretly shared ⟨x⟩ and ⟨y⟩, computing the product ⟨x⟩·⟨y⟩

involves a given multiplication triple. A multiplication triple is

defined by (⟨a⟩, ⟨b⟩, ⟨c⟩), where a,b are some unknown random

numbers and c = a · b, are three secretly shared numbers already

distributed among the parties. The triple is assumed to be prepared

in a pre-processing phase. To compute ⟨x⟩ · ⟨y⟩, it follows the below
steps of operations (A4):

A4.1) Compute ⟨ϵ⟩ = ⟨x⟩ − ⟨a⟩ (by A1). Then, reveal ⟨ϵ⟩, which
does not reveal x .

A4.2) Compute ⟨δ⟩ = ⟨y⟩ − ⟨b⟩. Then, reveal ⟨δ⟩.
A4.3) Finally, compute ⟨x⟩ · ⟨y⟩ = ⟨c⟩ + ϵ · ⟨b⟩ + δ · ⟨a⟩ + ϵ · δ (by

A1-A3).

C.1.3 Message Authentication Code.
To safeguard against dishonest parties, who may perform in-

correct computation, an information-theoretical message authenti-

cation code (MAC) can be used for verification. We write a MAC

key as a global number α̃ , which is unknown to the parties, and is

secretly shared as ⟨α̃⟩. Every secretly shared number is encoded by

a MAC as γ (x ) = α̃x , which is secretly shared as ⟨γ (x )⟩. For each
⟨x⟩, each party i holds a tuple (xi ,γ (x )i ) and α̃i , where x =

∑n
i=1 xi ,

α̃ =
∑n
i=1 α̃i and γ (x ) = α̃x =

∑n
i=1 γ (x )i . If any party tries to mod-

ify his share xi uncoordinatedly, then he also needs to modify γ (x )i
accordingly. Otherwise, γ (x ) will be inconsistent. However, it is
difficult to modify γ (x )i without coordination among the parties,

such that α̃x =
∑n
i=1 γ (x )i . Hence, it is possible to detect incorrect

computation (possibly by dishonest parties) by checking the MAC.
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To check the consistency of x , there is no need to reveal ⟨α̃⟩.
One only needs to reveal ⟨x⟩, and then reveals α̃i − x · γ (x )i from

each party i . One can check whether

∑n
i=1 (α̃i − x · γ (x )i )

?

= 0 for

consistency. To prevent a dishonest party from modifying his share

xi after learning other party’s x j . Each party needs to commit his

share xi before revealing xi to others.

To maintain the consistency of MAC for operations A1-A4, the
MAC needs to be updated accordingly as follows:

B1) ⟨x⟩ + ⟨y⟩: Update MAC by (γ (x )1 +γ (y)1, ...,γ (x )n +γ (y)n ).
B2) c · ⟨x⟩: Update MAC by (c · γ (x )1, ..., c · γ (x )n ).
B3) c + ⟨x⟩: Update MAC by (c · α1 + γ (x )1, ..., c · αn + γ (x )n ).
B4) ⟨x⟩ · ⟨y⟩: Update MAC at each individual step of A4.1-A4.3

accordingly by B1-B3.

The additions and multiplications of ⟨⟨x⟩⟩ and ⟨⟨y⟩⟩ follow A1-A4 and
the MACs will be updated accordingly by B1-B4.

To verify the computation of a function, it only requires to check

the MACs of the revealed values and the final outcome, which can

be checked all efficiently together in a batch at the final stage by a

technique of called “random linear combination”.

C.2 Pre-processing Phase

In the pre-processing phase, all parties need to prepare a collection

of triplets (⟨a⟩, ⟨b⟩, ⟨c⟩) where c = a · b, each for a required multi-

plication operation. Assume that the parties hold secretly shared

numbers a =
∑N
i=1 ai and b =

∑N
i=1 bi (which has been gener-

ated by local random generation). Note that a · b =
∑N
i=1 aibi +∑N

i=1
∑N
j=i”i,j aibj . aibi can be computed locally. To distribute aibj ,

one can use partial homomorphic cryptosystems, with encryption

function Enc[·] and decryption function Dec[·] using party i’s pub-
lic and private (Kp

i ,K
p
i ). First, party i sends EncK p

i
[ai ] to party

j, who responds by Ci = bjEncK p
i
[ai ] − EncK p

i
[c̃ j ], where c̃ j is a

random share generated by party j and is encrypted by party i’s
public key Ks

i . Then party i can obtain c̃ j = DecK s
i
[Cj ]. Hence,

aibj = c̃i + c̃ j , which are secret shares aibj . The above generation
assumes honest parties. To prevent cheating by dishonest parties,

one would need to use proper zero-knowledge proofs before secret

sharing [10, 11].

To generate a random mask ⟨⟨r i ⟩⟩, each party j needs to generate
a random share r ij locally. Then the parties follow the similar pro-

cedure of triplet generation to compute the secretly shared product

⟨γ (r i )⟩, where γ (r i ) = α̃r i .

C.3 Output and Validation Phase

We describe random linear combination for batch checking. To

check theMACs of a number of secretly shared numbers ⟨⟨x1⟩⟩, ..., ⟨⟨xm⟩⟩
in a batch, first generate a set of random (r1, ..., rm ). then reveal

⟨⟨x1⟩⟩, ..., ⟨⟨xm⟩⟩. Each party i computes

∑m
j=1 r

j (α̃i −x
j ·γ (x j )i ) and

reveals it. All parties check whether

∑N
i=1
∑m
j=1 r

j (α̃i−x
j ·γ (x j )i )

?

=

0 for consistency in a batch checking.

C.4 Protocol

We summarize the SPDZ protocol as follows:

(1) Pre-processing Phase: In this phase, a collection of shared

randomnumberswill be constructed that can be used tomask

the private input numbers. For each private input number of

party i , there is a shared random number ⟨⟨r i ⟩⟩, where r i is
revealed to party i only, but not to other parties. All parties

also prepare a collection of triplets (⟨⟨a⟩⟩, ⟨⟨b⟩⟩, ⟨⟨c⟩⟩) where
c = a · b, each for a required multiplication operation.

(2) Online Phase: To secretly shares a private input number x i

using ⟨⟨r i ⟩⟩, without revealing x i , it proceeds as follows:
1) Party i computes and reveals zi = x i − r i to all parties.

2) Every party sets ⟨⟨x i ⟩⟩ ← zi + ⟨⟨r i ⟩⟩.

To compute an arithmetic circuit, implement the required

additions or multiplications by A1-A4 and the MACs are

updated accordingly by B1-B4.
(3) Output and Validation Phase: All MACs will be checked for

all revealed numbers and the final output value. It can check

all in a batch using random linear combination. If there is

any inconsistency in the MACs, then abort.

Note that SPDZ cannot guarantee abort with fairness – dishonest

parties may learn some partial values, even when the protocol

aborts. However, this is a fundamental problem for any multi-party

computation protocol with a dishonest majority, where dishonest

parties are not identifiable when the computation is aborted.

D SECURITY ANALYSIS

We adopt the most common approach of security analysis in cryp-

tography, based on the Ideal/Real-Model Simulation paradigm to

prove security and formalize the security achieved by our protocol.

We next briefly describe the simulation paradigm. The detailed

explanation can be found in the tutorial [26].

In an ideal model, all the parties send their private inputs to a

trusted third party, who performs the prescribed computations and

outputs the results to each party, whereas such a trusted third party

is unlikely to exist in the real model. The security is defined by

comparing what an adversary can learn in the real model to that in

the ideal model. If what can be learned by an adversary in the real

world can be totally simulated in an ideal world, then the adversary

cannot learn more information in the real world than in the ideal

world, we can say that a protocol Π is as secure as its corresponding

ideal functionality F . We give a formal definition of the security

of our protocol as below:

Theorem 4. Assuming the hardness of discrete logarithm prob-
lem underlying the Pedersen commitment scheme as well as the non-
interactive zero-knowledge proofs of knowledge, in the Fprep-hybrid
model [11], the protocol Πpess securely implements Fpess with abort
in the presence of an adaptive, active adversary in a dishonest-majority
setting, if for every probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) adversary A
for the real model, there also exists a PPT adversary S for the ideal
model, such that for each i ∈ N :

{VIEWIDEAL
Fpess,S

}
stat
≡ {VIEWREALΠpess,A

}

where VIEWIDEAL and VIEWREAL refer to the output distributions of the
corrupted and honest users in both ideal and real worlds.

We next sketch the proof of the above theorem. Our aim is

to demonstrate a simulator in the ideal model that can create a

statistically indistinguishable view from that of the adversary in

the real model. The simulator S externally interacts with the ideal
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functionality and internally runs a copy of the protocolΠpess⋄Fprep

feeding messages to the adversary A. However, it is a not trivial

task for a simulator to emulate an adaptively malicious adversary,

who is able to corrupt users at any time during the protocol. The

challenge lies in the difficulty that it must produce a consistent view

of the corrupted users throughout the protocol without knowing

their inputs. Firstly, we define an ideal functionality F
(1)
a(t)

in the

stage 1 Preoperation Scheduling computing the total energy demands

a(t ) before presenting the corresponding simulator S
(1)
a(t)

.

Functionality F
(1)
a(t)

Input: On input (input, Ui , ai (t )) from Ui , the functionality

stores (ai (t )).
Output: On input (output) from all honest users, the functional-

ity computes and output a(t ) =
∑N
i=1 ai (t ) to all the users.

Abort: On input (abort), the functionality outputs ∅.

Initialize: The simulator first calls Fprep to generate a sufficient

number of multiplication triples and random pairs. Moreover, it has

access to all the shares of the MAC key. The adversary A firstly

corrupts a set of users, denoted by C, whose internal states are also
visible to the simulator. Then the adversary may adaptively make

corruptions on other users during the protocol. Next, the simulator

produces д,h = дk ∈ Z∗p , where k = logд h is the trapdoor to

Pedersen commitment, with which the simulator is able to find out

two pairs (m, r ), (m′, r ′), such that Cm(m, r ) = Cm(m′, r ′).

Simulator S
(1)
a(t)

(1) For honest users i < C, without the knowledge of their inputs,
S will simply generates dummy inputs âi (t ) = 0, r̂i (t ) ∈ Zp

and reveals a commitment Ĉi (t ) = Cm
(
âi (t ), r̂i (t )

)
. For the

corrupted users i ∈ C, the simulator can extract their inputs

with the knowledge of all the shares of ⟨⟨r ⟩⟩.
Remark: From the perspective of the adversary, the inputs of

the honest users is uniformly random due to the information-

theoretically hiding properties of SPDZ secret-sharing, where

unless all the N shares are collected can the inputs be recon-

structed, and of the pedersen commitment.

(2) S firstly calls F
(1)
a(t)

to obtain the output a(t ). As S already

computed an output â(t ) using dummy inputs of the honest

users, it can respectively modify the share and MAC of a

random honest user by adding a(t ) − â(t ) and α
(
a(t ) − â(t )

)
with the MAC key α initialized in the preprocessing phase.

Then S can perform the MAC check to evaluate and open

a(t ). If the check passes, S calls F
(1)
a(t)

to output a(t ) to all

the users. Otherwise, S sends Abort to F
(1)
a(t)

.

Remark: No matter what inputs the adversary generates for

the corrupted users, S can always create a statistically indis-

tinguishable output distribution in the ideal model from that

in the real model from the view of the adversary A. For the

evaluation of a(t ), each i-th share αia(t ) − γi
(
a(t )
)
appears

uniformly random to the adversary, which has exactly the

same distribution in both ideal and real models.

After the simulator provided the simulated input

(
âi (t ), r̂i (t ), Ĉi (t )

)
for i < C, the adversary can corrupt an honest user i at any time. As

aforementioned, the simulator must reveal its entire internal states,

including the inputs, share of inputs and random values that are

consistent with the commitment Ĉi (t ) to simulate an adaptive ad-

versary. It is easy to obtain the input ai (t ) from F
(1)
a(t)

. Regarding the

random value, the simulator will take advantage of the trapdoor k

of the Pedersen commitment to obtain ri (t ) = r̂i (t )+
(
âi (t )−ai (t )

)
·

k−1, such that Ĉi (t ) = Cm(ai (t ), ri (t )) = Cm(âi (t ), r̂i (t )). Moreover,

user i’s share of his initial dummy input âi (t ) is âi (t ) + ri − r . Thus,
it is trivial for the simulator to reveal the share ai (t ) + âi (t ) − r + ri
by adding ai (t ). (See online phase in Section C.4).

Next, we give a brief description of the SPDZ-based zero-knowledge

proofs zkpCm[ai (t )] inΠ
(1)
pess and zkpSum[Costess, (Pi )

N
i=1] inΠ

(2)
pess.

For zkpCm[ai (t )], zai (t ) and zri (t ) are collectively computed by all

users and will be evaluated via MAC check to prove their correct-

ness. A similar simulator to S
(1)
a(t)

can be constructed to emulate

the ideal functionality computing zai (t ) and zri (t ) . The challenge
β (t ) is uniformly random independent of the prover’s input as it

is obtained by summing the random values generated by all the

users. Thus, this zero-knowledge proof is secure given the proof of

completeness, soundness, zero-knowledge properties in Section B.5.

The same security likewise applies to zkpSum[Costess, (Pi )
N
i=1].

We skip the details for the simulator S
(2)
Costess

emulating ideal

functionality computing the total payment Costess =
∑N
i Pi as it

is similar to S
(1)
a(t)

except using a different input Pi .

E ETHEREUM BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORM &

SMART CONTRACTS

In this section, we provide a brief description of Ethereum blockchain
platform and Solidity programming language as well as the details
on the implementations of the smart contracts in our protocols.

E.1 Background

Bitcoin was the first widely adopted digital currency on a permis-

sionless distributed ledger. Bitcoin relies on a tampering-resistant

ledger based on cryptographic signatures. Tampering-resistance

ensures integrality when the ledger is maintained by a network of

peer-to-peer systems called “miners”. The miners are incentivized

by cryptocurrency rewards for updating and validating the trans-

action records. Since the distributed ledger can be modified by

multiple systems simultaneously, it is crucial to ensure consistency

by a distributed consensus protocol among untrusted peer-to-peer

systems, based on proof-of-work (by solving computational puzzles)

or proof-of-stake (by demonstrating ownership of digital assets).

Subsequently, Ethereum was built on the Bitcoin ideas by ex-

panding its functions to support general computing as smart con-

tracts along with transactions. Bitcoin operates using a transaction-

output-based system, called unspent transaction outputs (UTXOs),

whereas Ethereum operates using accounts and balances in a man-

ner called state transitions. Smart contracts, which are code pro-

grammed in high-level logic, will be compiled into byte code and

executed in the virtual machine of miners. Miners will charge addi-

tional crytocurrency payments called gas costs, because the extra
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computational tasks incurred by smart contracts will be broadcast

throughout the blockchain. Smart contracts are implemented in a

high-level programming language, such as Solidity [24].

It is worth noting that Bitcoin and Ethereum were only supposed

to enable decentralization, but do not ensure privacy. In fact, the

transaction histories of many crytocurrencies are visible to the pub-

lic. There are certain high-profiled prosecution of darknet operators

based on the evidence of Bitcoin transactions. Supporting privacy

in blockchain is a crucial on-going research topic.

E.2 Smart Contract Implementation

We next explain in details of how Multi-Signature smart contract

can achieve the step (5) and (6) of the stage Cost-sharing Payment
by the following methods:

(1) submitTransaction(). This method allows each user to

submit the zkpSum[Costess, (Pi )
N
i=1] that they have agreed

upon off the chain. The method will compare whether users

have submitted the same zkpSum.

(2) confirmTransaction(). On one hand, this method allows

each user to confirm that the stored zkpSum in the smart con-

tract is the one that they have agreed upon off the chain. On

the other, each user is required to submit a nzkpNN[Bal(adi )−
Pi ]

N
i=1, which will be validated to prove that there is suffi-

cient balance in his account to pay for the energy cost.

(3) executeTransaction(). This method can only be executed

by the operator unless all the users have already confirmed

the transaction. The method will validate the zkpSum before

calling ESToken smart contract to credit Costess to the oper-
ator’s account and debit the corresponding payment from

each user’s account.

(4) secretlyJointTransfer(). This method, defined within

the EStoken smart contract is invoked by executeTransaction(),
which actually performs the real transfer between multiple

accounts.
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